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The Lightless Sky
The New York Times bestseller, written by a former reporter for ABC News, that
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People magazine called “a transporting, enlightening book” tells the story of a
fearless young entrepreneur who brought hope to the lives of dozens of women in
war-torn Afghanistan Former ABC journalist Gayle Tzemach Lemmon tells the
riveting true story of Kamila Sidiqi and other women of Afghanistan in the wake of
the Taliban’s fearful rise to power. In what Greg Mortenson, author of Three Cups
of Tea, calls “one of the most inspiring books I have ever read,” Lemmon recounts
with novelistic vividness the true story of a fearless young woman who not only
reinvented herself as an entrepreneur to save her family but, in the face of
ferocious opposition, brought hope to the lives of dozens of women in war-torn
Kabul.

The King and the Slave
Visit a place where your accent is an aphrodisiac, invites a Las Vegas tourist board
ad on the London Underground. Just the right amount of wrong, offers another
from The Cosmopolitan Hotel. Clearly, it works. Over forty million people a year
travel to Vegas, more than to Mecca. It is a global celebrity, an improbable oasis, a
place offering bank-breaking fortunes and instant gratification, 24/7, with no moral
debits. Start planning the vacation you won’t write home about. What happens in
Vegas stays in Vegas. Award-winning writer Timothy O’Grady lived in Vegas for two
years. He finally began to understand it when he talked to people who had grown
up there, the children of the card dealers and cocktail shakers, the jugglers and the
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dancers, young people who had been bearing witness to their strange city all their
lives. One had her student loans and credit card limits stolen by her father.
Another fled a sequence of exploiters until she found herself living in the storm
drains under the casinos. There is the boy whose father entered him into a drinking
contest when he was eight, the casino owner’s son, the erudite contortionist turned
stripper. Each tells their tale O’Grady here renews his partnership with renowned
photographer Steve Pyke. Through short essays, Pyke’s portraits and ten witness
testimonies, he pierces the city’s glittering façade.Children of Las Vegas shows us
what we can expect to find when the global marketplace has found the addiction
genes in us all. It is a book of broken dreams, but also of an extraordinary striving
for transcendence.

Breach
Dastar Nama of Khushhal Khan Khattak
"Just Like Us" offers a powerful account of four young Mexican women coming of
age in Denver--two of whom have legal documentation, two of whom who
don't--and the challenges they face as they attempt to pursue the American
dream.
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The Lightless Sky
Edgar Award-winner and internationally bestselling novelist tells of his improbable
conversion from agnostic Jewish-intellectual to baptized Christian and of the books
that led him there. “Had I stumbled on the hallelujah truth, or just gone mad—or,
that is, had I gone mad again?” No one was more surprised than Andrew Klavan
when, at the age of fifty, he found himself about to be baptized. Best known for his
hard-boiled, white-knuckle thrillers and for the movies made from them—among
them True Crime (directed by Clint Eastwood) and Don’t Say a Word (starring
Michael Douglas)—Klavan was born in a suburban Jewish enclave outside New York
City. He left the faith of his childhood behind to live most of his life as an agnostic
in the secular, sophisticated atmosphere of New York, London, and Los Angeles.
But his lifelong quest for truth—in his life and in his work—was leading him to a
place he never expected. In The Great Good Thing, Klavan tells how his troubled
childhood caused him to live inside the stories in his head and grow up to become
an alienated young writer whose disconnection and rage devolved into depression
and suicidal breakdown. But he also stumbled into a genuine romance, a
passionate and committed marriage whose uncommon and enduring devotion
convinced him of the reality of love. In those years, Klavan fought to ignore the
insistent call of God, a call glimpsed in a childhood Christmas at the home of a
beloved babysitter, in a transcendent moment at his daughter’s birth, and in a
snippet of a baseball game broadcast that moved him from the brink of suicide.
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But more than anything, the call of God existed in stories—the stories Klavan loved
to read and the stories he loved to write. The Great Good Thing is the dramatic,
soul-searching story of a man born into an age of disbelief who had to abandon
everything he thought he knew in order to find his way to the truth.

A Search for Sovereignty
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “The plot provided by the universe was filled with
starvation, war and rape. I would not—could not—live in that tale.” Clemantine
Wamariya was six years old when her mother and father began to speak in
whispers, when neighbors began to disappear, and when she heard the loud, ugly
sounds her brother said were thunder. In 1994, she and her fifteen-year-old sister,
Claire, fled the Rwandan massacre and spent the next six years migrating through
seven African countries, searching for safety—perpetually hungry, imprisoned and
abused, enduring and escaping refugee camps, finding unexpected kindness,
witnessing inhuman cruelty. They did not know whether their parents were dead or
alive. When Clemantine was twelve, she and her sister were granted refugee
status in the United States; there, in Chicago, their lives diverged. Though their
bond remained unbreakable, Claire, who had for so long protected and provided for
Clemantine, was a single mother struggling to make ends meet, while Clemantine
was taken in by a family who raised her as their own. She seemed to live the
American dream: attending private school, taking up cheerleading, and, ultimately,
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graduating from Yale. Yet the years of being treated as less than human, of going
hungry and seeing death, could not be erased. She felt at the same time six years
old and one hundred years old. In The Girl Who Smiled Beads, Clemantine
provokes us to look beyond the label of “victim” and recognize the power of the
imagination to transcend even the most profound injuries and aftershocks.
Devastating yet beautiful, and bracingly original, it is a powerful testament to her
commitment to constructing a life on her own terms.

The Great Good Thing
To the charity workers, Dabaab refugee camp is a humanitarian crisis; to the
Kenyan government, it is a 'nursery for terrorists'; to the western media, it is a
dangerous no-go area; but to its half a million residents, it is their last resort.
Situated hundreds of miles from any other settlement, deep within the inhospitable
desert of northern Kenya where only thorn bushes grow, Dadaab is a city like no
other. Its buildings are made from mud, sticks or plastic, its entire economy is
grey, and its citizens survive on rations and luck. Over the course of four years,
Ben Rawlence became a first-hand witness to a strange and desperate limbo-land,
getting to know many of those who have come there seeking sanctuary. Among
them are Guled, a former child soldier who lives for football; Nisho, who scrapes an
existence by pushing a wheelbarrow and dreaming of riches; Tawane, the
indomitable youth leader; and schoolgirl Kheyro, whose future hangs upon her
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education. In City of Thorns, Rawlence interweaves the stories of nine individuals
to show what life is like in the camp and to sketch the wider political forces that
keep the refugees trapped there. Rawlence combines intimate storytelling with
broad socio-political investigative journalism, doing for Dadaab what Katherinee
Boo's Behind the Beautiful Forevers did for the Mumbai slums. Lucid, vivid and
illuminating, City of Thorns is an urgent human story with deep international
repercussions, brought to life through the people who call Dadaab home.

Just Like Us
Europe is facing a wave of migration unmatched since the end of World War II and no one has reported on this crisis in more depth or breadth than the
Guardian's migration correspondent, Patrick Kingsley. Throughout 2015, Kingsley
travelled to 17 countries along the migrant trail, meeting hundreds of refugees
making epic odysseys across deserts, seas and mountains to reach the holy grail of
Europe. This is Kingsley's unparalleled account of who these voyagers are. It's
about why they keep coming, and how they do it. It's about the smugglers who
help them on their way, and the coastguards who rescue them at the other end.
The volunteers that feed them, the hoteliers that house them, and the border
guards trying to keep them out. And the politicians looking the other way. The New
Odyssey is a work of original, bold reporting written with a perfect mix of
compassion and authority by the journalist who knows the subject better than any
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other.

The Lightless Sky
The Iberian Peninsula, 1809. French troops led by one of Napoleon's best generals
are massing on the border. Wellington's outnumbered force and his unreliable
Spanish allies need to pick off the smaller French units if they are to stand their
ground. For that they need information: accurate intelligence on numbers, arms
and whereabouts. That's where Captain Keane and his company of reformed
scouting officers are invaluable tools - despite being unpopular with the regular
soldiers. But it soon becomes apparent that someone high up in Wellington's
headquarters is a spy for the French. Only someone able to travel widely outside
the camp, someone privy to battle plans, could be the double agent - and Keane's
enemies within the army are quick to point the finger. Keane must defend his crew
against their accusers - or root out the traitor himself. Keane's Challenge draws a
fascinating picture of a disparate group of men brought together in a Peninsular
War adventure that sees maverick hero Keane ride again.

Born Into the Children of God
"A gripping, inspiring, and eye-opening memoir of fortitude and survival--of a
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twelve-year-old boy's traumatic flight from Afghanistan to the West--that puts a
face to one of the most shocking and devastating humanitarian crises of our
time."To risk my life had to mean something. Otherwise what was it all for?"In
2006, after his father was killed, Gulwali Passarlay was caught between the Taliban
who wanted to recruit him, and the Americans who wanted to use him. To protect
her son, Gulwali's mother sent him away. The search for safety would lead the
twelve-year-old across eight countries, from the mountains of eastern Afghanistan
through Iran and Europe to Britain. Over the course of twelve harrowing months,
Gulwali endured imprisonment, hunger, cruelty, brutality, loneliness, and
terror--and nearly drowned crossing the Mediterranean Sea. Eventually granted
asylum in England, Gulwali was sent to a good school, learned English, won a place
at a top university, and was chosen to help carry the Olympic Torch in the 2012
London Games.In The Lightless Sky, Gulwali recalls his remarkable experience and
offers a firsthand look at one of the most pressing issues of our time: the modern
refugee crisis--the worst displacement of millions of men, women, and children in
generations. Few, like Gulwali, make it to a country that offers the chance of
freedom and opportunity. A celebration of courage and determination, The
Lightless Sky is a poignant account of an exceptional human being who is today an
ardent advocate of democracy--and a reminder of our responsibilities to those
caught in terrifying and often deadly circumstances beyond their control"--

Children of Las Vegas
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Fighting at Sea in the Eighteenth Century
The world faces an environmental crisis unprecedented in human history. Carbon
dioxide levels have reached heights not seen for three million years, and the
greatest mass extinction since the time of the dinosaurs appears to be underway.
Such far-reaching changes suggest something remarkable: the beginning of a new
geological epoch. It has been called the Anthropocene. The Birth of the
Anthropocene shows how this epochal transformation puts the deep history of the
planet at the heart of contemporary environmental politics. By opening a window
onto geological time, the idea of the Anthropocene changes our understanding of
present-day environmental destruction and injustice. Linking new developments in
earth science to the insights of world historians, Jeremy Davies shows that as the
Anthropocene epoch begins, politics and geology have become inextricably
entwined.

The Last King of Lydia
Jeanne-Marie Gescher, a highly-respected China observer who has lived in Beijing
since 1989, argues that China's importance lies not in its economic power, but in a
5,000 year question about order: is order to be found under a top-down ruler or
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does it depend on the voices of human beings?

The Lightless Sky
Examines the leadership, ideology, tactics, and finances of Al Qaeda, discusses
how the organization trains fighters, and outlines the international response that
will be necessary to destroy the organization.

The Favored Daughter
Some of the best-loved stories in the world, originating in Persia, India and Arabia,
retold especially for children.

The Dressmaker of Khair Khana
This volume presents four of Alfarabi's most important texts, making his political
thought available to classicists, medievalists, and scholars of religion and
Byzantine and Middle Eastern

The Heresy of Dr Dee
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** BBC RADIO 4 BOOK OF THE WEEK 29 JUNE – 3 JULY 2020 READ BY SANJEEV
BHASKAR (GOODNESS GRACIOUS ME, THE KUMARS AT NO. 42 AND MORE) **
'Enthralling A fascinating insight' Daily Mail ‘An inspiring read’ Nihal Arthanayake,
BBC Radio 5 Live A powerful tale of a family in crisis, and a moving love letter to
the NHS. Herat, Afghanistan, 2000. A mother speaks out against the
fundamentalist leaders of her country. Meanwhile, her family’s watchful eyes never
leave their beloved son and brother, whose rare heart condition means that he will
never lead a normal life. When the Taliban gave an order for the execution of
Hamed Amiri’s mother, the family knew they had to escape, starting what would
be a long and dangerous journey, across Russia and through Europe, with the UK
as their ultimate destination. Travelling as refugees for a year and a half, they
suffered attacks from mafia and police; terrifying journeys in strangers’ cars; treks
across demanding terrain; days spent hidden in lorries without food or drink; and
being robbed at gunpoint of every penny they owned. The family’s need to reach
the UK was intensified by their eldest son’s deteriorating condition, and the
prospect of life-saving treatment it offered. The Boy with Two Hearts is not only a
tale of a family in crisis, but a love letter to the NHS, which provided hope and
reassurance as they sought asylum in the UK and fought to save their loved ones.

Inside Al Qaeda
breach - noun: An act of breaking or failing to observe a law, agreement, or code of
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conduct. A gap in a wall, barrier, or defence, especially one made by an attacking
army. breach - verb: Make a gap in and break through (a wall, barrier, or defence).
(Of a whale) rise and break through the surface of the water. ‘The Jungle is like a
laboratory.’ In the refugee camp known as 'The Jungle' an illusion is being
disrupted: that of a neatly ordered world, with those deserving safety and comfort
separated from those who need to be kept out. Calais is a border town. Between
France and Britain. Between us and them. The eight short stories in this collection
explore the refugee crisis through fiction. They give voice to the hopes and fears of
both sides. Dlo and Jan break into refrigerated trucks bound for the UK. Marjorie, a
volunteer, is happy to mingle in the camps until her niece goes a step too far.
Mariam lies to her mother back home. With humour, insight and empathy breach
tackles an issue that we can no longer ignore. breach is the first title in the Peirene
Now! series. This exciting new series will be made up of commissioned works of
new fiction, which engage with the political issues of the day. In breach, the
authors beautifully capture a multiplicity of voices - refugees, volunteers, angry
citizens – whilst deftly charting a clear narrative path through it all. Each story is
different in tone, and yet they complement one another perfectly. Taken as a
whole, this stands as an empathetic and probing collage, where the words ‘home’,
‘displacement’ and ‘integration’ come to mean many things as the collection
progresses to a moving finale. Why Peirene chose to commission this book: ‘I have
commissioned Olumide Popoola and Annie Holmes to go to the Calais refugee
camps to distil stories into a work of fiction about escape, hope and aspiration. On
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another level, however, this work will also take seriously the fears of people in this
country who want to close their borders. It’s that dialogue that isn’t happening in
real life. A work of art can help to bridge the gap.’ Meike Ziervogel, publisher ‘This
is what fiction is for. These stories refresh difficult territory in ways that other
writing cannot reach. Tender, tragic, funny (sometimes), persuasive.’ Sara
Maitland, writer

All Under Heaven
A Journal of the Disasters in Affghanistan, 1841-2
Naval warfare is vividly brought to life, from first contact through how battles were
won and lost to damage repair.

The Lightless Sky
International scholars from different disciplines examine the experiences of
unaccompanied migrant children before, throughout, and after their journeys and
analyze US and European policy changes in national and international law. Several
theologians explore new approaches to a Catholic social ethics of child migration.
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Border Vigils: Keeping Migrants Out of the Rich World
In this powerful anthology, Sebastian Faulks, author of the international bestseller
Birdsong, and Jörg Hensgen have put together some of the finest fictional writing
about war in the 20th century. Whether reporting with sober clarity or raw despair,
the assembled novelists each found a way to transcend the facts of death and
metal, tanks and blood. Many of the writers are concerned with battle, but others
dwell on moments of calm, love, and friendship. From revolutionary Russia to
Republican Spain; from the trenches of the Western Front to the skies over Korea
and the jungles of Vietnam, this is a book filled with heroism and horror, savagery
and compassion, and lightning-flashes of anarchic humor. From the Trade
Paperback edition.

The World Tea Encyclopaedia
Welcome to James Keane - card sharp and ladies' man - and one of the finest
soldiers of Wellington's army. Keane - hot-tempered, a maverick, never quite
accepted by his fellow officers - is in trouble for killing his man in a duel: an activity
forbidden by Wellington. To avoid court martial, he takes on an unwelcome
assignment: to form an ill-assorted bunch of reprobates into an elite unit capable
of operating behind the lines. A nineteenth-century Dirty Dozen. Keane's Company
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is the first novel featuring James Keane and his band, whose adventures will
continue in a series following the Peninsular War.

The Political Writings
Natacha Tormey was born into the infamous religious cult known as The Children
of God. Abused, exploited, and brainwashed by 'The Family', Natacha's childhood
was stolen. Born to French hippy parents attracted to the religious movement by
the unusual mix of evangelical Christianity, free love and rejection of the
mainstream, from an early age Natacha was brainwashed to believe she had a
special destiny - that she was part of an elite children's army bestowed with
superpowers that would one day save the world from the Anti-Christ. Torn away
from their parents, Natacha and her siblings were beaten on a daily basis and
forced to sing and dance for entertainment in prisons and malls. Natacha never
expected to live to adulthood. At the age of 18 Natacha escaped, but quickly found
herself hurtling through a world she had no understanding of. Alone, and grappling
to come to terms with an unbelievable sense of betrayal, she was stuck in a kind of
limbo - confused and unable to feel part of either way of life. Natacha is one of the
lucky ones; not all of her family survived the battle to shed the shame and pain of
their past. To date over 40 ex-Children of God members of Natacha's generation
have committed suicide. All Natacha ever wanted was to feel normal, but escaping
the cult was only the beginning. Shocking, moving, but ultimately inspiring, this is
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Natacha's full story; it is both a personal tale of trauma and recovery, and an
expos' of the secret world of abuse hidden behind commune walls.

George and the Ship of Time
Tolkien? There’s a map for that! J. R. R. Tolkien’s fictional universe is as vast as the
human imagination, so an atlas is a helpful tool to get around. Consider this book
your navigational guide to Middle-earth and the Undying Lands. Maps, images, and
vivid descriptions in full color create an enchanting reference to all the fantastical
places and creatures that sprung from Tolkien’s mind. The deluxe, heat-burnished
cover makes this a charming addition to your Tolkien library. This work is unofficial
and is not authorized by the Tolkien Estate or HarperCollins Publishers.

The Vintage Book of War Fiction
The world boasts myriad teas, most of them lying undiscovered by Western
cultures still rooted in the view that tea comes from a tissue bag at breakfast or
4pm. The World Tea Encyclopaedia aims to shed light on this wealth of variety and
to debunk the snobbishness and doctrine that can scare off newcomers from the
joys of tea connoisseurship. For almost 20 years, Will Battle has been tasting teas
and creating blends for tea lovers all over the world. He has lived and worked
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alongside tea producers in Asia and Africa, visiting hundreds of tea gardens and
gaining unparalleled expertise in the process. Here, he gives an in-depth look at
the wealth of teas on offer to everyone who loves to steep, infuse and brew.
Through intuitive categorisation by taste, the book will help enthusiasts navigate
the sometimes complex world of tea terminology to find a tea that suits them. It
will educate, inspire and feed a new world of tea-drinking enjoyment and
opportunity. The knowledge to upgrade the tea bag, to know what to seek online,
to brave a journey to the local tea shop, to submit to curiosity and jump into a
world of discovery, or better still: to visit the countries and people that lovingly
produce it The World Tea Encyclopaedia lifts the lid off the teapot and allows
readers to peer inside. Containing beautiful images, the most detailed maps yet
created for the world of tea, and in-depth exploration of tea-producing countries, it
will transports readers into the world of the tea garden, showing them that there is
life beyond a discount tea bag. Readers will also find out more about camellia
sinensis – the tea bush and the hero of this book. Will Battle takes a look at the
origins in which it grows, the landscapes and climate that influence it and the
artisans who craft it – and how it all comes together to make a delicious cuppa:
surely the only drink to enjoy with this delightful, detailed book, perfect for all tea
fans and enthusiasts.

Aladdin and Other Tales from the Arabian Nights
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A Search for Sovereignty approaches world history by examining the relation of law
and geography in European empires between 1400 and 1900. Lauren Benton
argues that Europeans imagined imperial space as networks of corridors and
enclaves, and that they constructed sovereignty in ways that merged ideas about
geography and law. Conflicts over treason, piracy, convict transportation, martial
law, and crime created irregular spaces of law, while also attaching legal meanings
to familiar geographic categories such as rivers, oceans, islands, and mountains.
The resulting legal and spatial anomalies influenced debates about imperial
constitutions and international law both in the colonies and at home. This study
changes our understanding of empire and its legacies and opens new perspectives
on the global history of law.

City of Thorns
A defeated king stands on top of a pyre. His conqueror, the Persian ruler Cyrus,
signals to his guards; they step forward and touch flaming torches to the dry wood.
Croesus, once the wealthiest man of the ancient world, is to be burned alive. As he
watches the flames catch, Croesus thinks back over his life. He remembers the
time he asked the old Athenian philosopher, Solon, who was the happiest man in
the world. Croesus used to think it was him. But then all his riches could not
remove the spear from his dying elder son's chest; could not bring his mute
younger son to speak; could not make him as wise as his own chief slave; could not
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bring his wife's love back; could not prevent his army from being torn apart and his
kingdom lost. As the old philosopher had replied, a man's happiness can only be
measured when he is dead. The first coils of smoke wrap around Croesus' neck like
a noose

Westering Women
Tudor intrigue, murder and the dark arts - the second in an acclaimed historical
series starring Dr John Dee All talk is of the End-time and the dead are rising. At
the end of the sunless summer of 1560, black rumour shrouds the death of the one
woman who stands between Lord Robert Dudley and marriage to the young Queen
Elizabeth. Did Dudley's wife, Amy, die from an accidental fall in a deserted house,
or was it murder? Even Dr John Dee, astrologer royal, adviser on the Hidden and
one of Dudley's oldest friends, is uncertain. Then a rash promise to the Queen
sends him to his family's old home on the Welsh Border in pursuit of the Wigmore
Shewstone, a crystal credited with supernatural properties. With Dee goes Robert
Dudley, considered the most hated man in England. They travel with a London
judge sent to try a sinister Welsh brigand with a legacy dating back to the Battle of
Brynglas. After the battle, many of the English bodies were, according to legend,
obscenely mutilated. Now, on the same haunted hill, another dead man has been
found, similarly slashed. Devious politics, small-town corruption, twisted religion
and a brooding superstition leave John Dee isolated in the land of his father.
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Keane's Challenge
A gripping, inspiring, and eye-opening memoir of fortitude and survival—of a
twelve-year-old boy’s traumatic flight from Afghanistan to the West—that puts a
face to one of the most shocking and devastating humanitarian crises of our time.
“To risk my life had to mean something. Otherwise what was it all for?” In 2006,
after his father was killed, Gulwali Passarlay was caught between the Taliban who
wanted to recruit him, and the Americans who wanted to use him. To protect her
son, Gulwali’s mother sent him away. The search for safety would lead the twelveyear-old across eight countries, from the mountains of eastern Afghanistan through
Iran and Europe to Britain. Over the course of twelve harrowing months, Gulwali
endured imprisonment, hunger, cruelty, brutality, loneliness, and terror—and
nearly drowned crossing the Mediterranean Sea. Eventually granted asylum in
England, Gulwali was sent to a good school, learned English, won a place at a top
university, and was chosen to help carry the Olympic Torch in the 2012 London
Games. In The Lightless Sky, Gulwali recalls his remarkable experience and offers a
firsthand look at one of the most pressing issues of our time: the modern refugee
crisis—the worst displacement of millions of men, women, and children in
generations. Few, like Gulwali, make it to a country that offers the chance of
freedom and opportunity. A celebration of courage and determination, The
Lightless Sky is a poignant account of an exceptional human being who is today an
ardent advocate of democracy—and a reminder of our responsibilities to those
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caught in terrifying and often deadly circumstances beyond their control.

A Different Kind of Daughter
A gripping, inspiring, and eye-opening memoir of fortitude and survival—of a
twelve-year-old boy’s traumatic flight from Afghanistan to the West—that puts a
face to one of the most shocking and devastating humanitarian crises of our time.
“To risk my life had to mean something. Otherwise what was it all for?” In 2006,
after his father was killed, Gulwali Passarlay was caught between the Taliban who
wanted to recruit him, and the Americans who wanted to use him. To protect her
son, Gulwali’s mother sent him away. The search for safety would lead the twelveyear-old across eight countries, from the mountains of eastern Afghanistan through
Iran and Europe to Britain. Over the course of twelve harrowing months, Gulwali
endured imprisonment, hunger, cruelty, brutality, loneliness, and terror—and
nearly drowned crossing the Mediterranean Sea. Eventually granted asylum in
England, Gulwali was sent to a good school, learned English, won a place at a top
university, and was chosen to help carry the Olympic Torch in the 2012 London
Games. In The Lightless Sky, Gulwali recalls his remarkable experience and offers a
firsthand look at one of the most pressing issues of our time: the modern refugee
crisis—the worst displacement of millions of men, women, and children in
generations. Few, like Gulwali, make it to a country that offers the chance of
freedom and opportunity. A celebration of courage and determination, The
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Lightless Sky is a poignant account of an exceptional human being who is today an
ardent advocate of democracy—and a reminder of our responsibilities to those
caught in terrifying and often deadly circumstances beyond their control.

New Boy
The nineteenth daughter of a local village leader in rural Afghanistan, Fawzia Koofi
was left to die in the sun after birth by her mother. But she survived, and
perseverance in the face of extreme hardship has defined her life ever since.
Despite the abuse of her family, the exploitative Russian and Taliban regimes, the
murders of her father, brother, and husband, and numerous attempts on her life,
she rose to become the first Afghani woman Parliament speaker. Here, she shares
her amazing story, punctuated by a series of poignant letters she wrote to her two
daughters before each political trip—letters describing the future and freedoms she
dreamed of for them and for all the women of Afghanistan. Koofi's New York Times
bestseller, The Favored Daughter, movingly captures the political and cultural
moment in Afghanistan, a country caught between the hope of progress and the
bitter truth of history.

The New Odyssey
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Gulwali Passarlay was sent away from Afghanistan at the age of 12, after his father
was killed in a gun battle with the US army for hiding Taliban fighters. Smuggled
into Iran, Gulwali began a 12 month odyssey across Europe, spending time in
prisons, suffering hunger, cruelty, brutality, nearly drowning in a tiny boat on the
Mediterranean. Somehow he survived, and made it to Britain, no longer an
innocent child but still a boy of 12. Here in Britain he was fostered, sent to a good
school, won a place at a top university, and was chosen to carry the Olympic torch
in 2012. He wants to tell his story - to bring to life the plight of the thousands of
men, women and children who risk their lives to leave behind the troubles of their
homelands. Many die along the way, some are sent back to face imprisonment and
possible death, some survive and make it here, to a country which offers them the
chance of a life of freedom.

The Girl Who Smiled Beads
A new novel of the ancient world - in all its splendour and barbarity - from a hotly
talented, prize-nominated rising star.

Keane's Company
From the bestselling author of Prayers for Sale, Sandra Dallas' Westering Women is
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an inspiring celebration of sisterhood on the perilous Overland Trail AG Journal's
RURAL THEMES BOOKS FOR WINTER READING | Hasty Book Lists' BEST BOOKS
COMING OUT IN JANUARY “Exciting novel difficult to put down.” —Booklist "If you
are an adventuresome young woman of high moral character and fine health, are
you willing to travel to California in search of a good husband?" It's February, 1852,
and all around Chicago, Maggie sees postings soliciting "eligible women" to travel
to the gold mines of Goosetown. A young seamstress with a small daughter, she
has nothing to lose. She joins forty-three other women and two pious reverends on
the dangerous 2,000-mile journey west. None are prepared for the hardships they
face on the trek or for the strengths they didn't know they possessed. Maggie
discovers she’s not the only one looking to leave dark secrets behind. And when
her past catches up with her, it becomes clear a band of sisters will do whatever it
takes to protect one of their own.

Unaccompanied Migrant Children
Enjoy a fifty year odyssey of one person's journey into the bowels of the
Watchtower Bible & Tract Society, otherwise known as the Jehovah's
Witnesses.How has this same organization, has been instrumental in the death,
suicides and insanity of thousands of people, many of whom are not even
Jehovah's Witnesses? Find out what devastating tool this organization uses, to
keep over eight million of their followers in line with their teachings and
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policies.Why do millions of their drone-like followers knock on doors every week
looking for new converts? Find out why these people want you to join them in their
soon to be paradise Earth. A paradise that can only take place after their god
Jehovah kills off the vast majority of the Earth's population. A carnage they are
looking forward to, that could even include many of their own family members.Find
out what devastating problem could be the complete demise of the Jehovah's
Witnesses and is costing their organization millions of dollars every year. Keith
Casarona has written a telling account of his life, in and out of the Jehovah's
Witnesses organization. Alternately humorous and painful, it is and intriguing
educational read. --Jack Sutton Find out the real truth about the truth!

The Lightless Sky
George travels to the future in the epic conclusion of the George’s Secret Key
series from Lucy Hawking. When George finds a way to escape the spacecraft
Artemis, where he has been trapped, he is overjoyed. But something is wrong.
There’s a barren wasteland where his hometown used to be, intelligent robots
roam the streets, and no one will talk to George about the Earth that he used to
know. With the help of an unexpected new friend, can George find out what—or
who—is behind this terrible new world, before it’s too late?
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The Birth of the Anthropocene
We are living in the great age of human migration. Some 200 million people alive
today have moved from their countries of origin and, according to a recent
international survey, as many as 700 million more would migrate if they could. The
political reaction—in Europe no less than in the United States—has been to batten
down the hatches. More than a million migrants have been expelled from the US
during Barack Obama's administration, a record rate. Jeremy Harding's evocative
reporting across Europe and on the US–Mexican border provides fascinating,
haunting portraits of migrants, as well as the less inspiring and sometimes
frightening profiles of the anti-immigrant zealots who oppose them. Equally
unparalleled is Harding's comparative analysis of the failure, indeed, mirage of
exclusionary policy in both Europe and the US.

The Boy with Two Hearts
"Maria Toorpakai is a true inspiration, a pioneer for millions of other women
struggling to pave their own paths to autonomy, fulfillment, and genuine
personhood." --Khaled Hosseini, author of The Kite Runner, A Thousand Splendid
Suns, and And the Mountains Echoed Maria Toorpakai hails from Pakistan's
violently oppressive northwest tribal region, where the idea of women playing
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sports is considered haram-un-Islamic-forbidden-and girls rarely leave their homes.
But she did, passing as a boy in order to play the sports she loved, thus becoming
a lightning rod of freedom in her country's fierce battle over women's rights. A
Different Kind of Daughter tells of Maria's harrowing journey to play the sport she
knew was her destiny, first living as a boy and roaming the violent back alleys of
the frontier city of Peshawar, rising to become the number one female squash
player in Pakistan. For Maria, squash was more than liberation-it was salvation. But
it was also a death sentence, thrusting her into the national spotlight and the
crosshairs of the Taliban, who wanted Maria and her family dead. Maria knew her
only chance of survival was to flee the country. Enter Jonathon Power, the first
North American to earn the title of top squash player in the world, and the only
person to heed Maria's plea for help. Recognizing her determination and talent,
Jonathon invited Maria to train and compete internationally in Canada. After years
of living on the run from the Taliban, Maria packed up and left the only place she
had ever known to move halfway across the globe and pursue her dream. Now
Maria is well on the way to becoming a world champion as she continues to be a
voice for oppressed women everywhere.

Atlas of Tolkien
The boy who fled Afghanistan and endured a terrifying journey in the hands of
people smugglers is now a young man intent on changing the world. His story is a
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deeply harrowing and incredibly inspiring tale of our times. 'To risk my life had to
mean something. Otherwise what was it all for?' Gulwali Passarlay was sent away
from Afghanistan at the age of twelve, after his father was killed in a gun battle
with the US Army. Smuggled into Iran, Gulwali began a twelvemonth odyssey
across Europe, spending time in prisons, suffering hunger, making a terrifying
journey across the Mediterranean in a tiny boat, and enduring a desolate month in
the camp at Calais. Somehow he survived, and made it to Britain, no longer an
innocent child but still a young boy alone. In Britain he was fostered, sent to a good
school, won a place at a top university, and was chosen to carry the Olympic torch
in 2012. Gulwali wants to tell his story - to bring to life the plight of the thousands
of men, women and children who are making this perilous journey every day. One
boy's experience is the central story of our times. This memoir celebrates the
triumph of courage and determination over adversity.
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